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NONSTANDARD CONSTRUCTION OF

THE STOCHASTIC INTEGRAL AND APPLICATIONS TO

STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. I

BY

DOUGLAS N. HOOVER1 AND EDWIN PERKINS

Abstract. R. M. Anderson has developed a nonstandard approach to Itô integra-

tion in which the Itô integral is interpreted as an internal Riemann-Stieltjes sum. In

this paper we extend this approach to integration with respect to semimartingales.

Lifting and pushing down theorems are proved for local martingales, semi-

martingales and other right-continuous processes on a Loeb space.

0. Introduction. In a recent paper [12], H. J. Keisler, using the nonstandard

representation of Itô integration developed by Anderson [2], shows how to use

nonstandard analysis to obtain simple existence proofs for solutions of Itô integral

equations. The two parts of the present work generalize the results of Anderson and

Keisler to semimartingales. In this Part I we give a nonstandard representation of

semimartingale integration, and in Part II, we show how this representation may be

applied to prove existence of solutions of semimartingale stochastic integral equa-

tions.

In Part I we develop lifting theorems for right-continuous processes with left limits

and, in particular, for local martingales and semimartingales. The stochastic integral

with respect to a semimartingale is then represented as an ordinary Riemann-Stieltjes

integral (thus extending Anderson's construction of the Itô integral). In this non-

standard approach the construction of the stochastic integral with respect to a local

martingale is almost identical to that of a stochastic process with sample paths of

bounded variation, giving a relatively unified approach to the stochastic integral

with respect to a semimartingale.

Some earlier work generalizing the nonstandard representation of the stochastic

integral to a restrictive class of continuous martingales is contained in Panetta [21].

Also some of the results on liftings of general right-continuous processes were

proved independently by K. D. Stroyan (see [27]).

While this paper was being put into final draft, we learned that a nonstandard

approach to local martingale integration has been developed independently by T. L.
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Lindstrom in the series of papers [13-15], duplicating some of the main results of

Part I and §8 of Part II. We think our treatment has these advantages.

(1) Our lifting theorem for local martingales (Theorem 5.6) is more general.

(2) Our results on quadratic variation (§6) imply the standard construction of the

quadratic variation of a local martingale, whereas the latter is used by Lindstrom to

obtain his results.

(3) Some of the proofs, notably that of the continuity theorem for local martingales

(Theorem 8.5(a)), are considerably shorter.

Furthermore, Lindstrom's treatment of stochastic integration is restricted to

locally L2-martingales. This is avoided here by the V form of Burkholder's inequal-

ity (Theorem 1.3). Lindstrom's papers also contain material not developed here, in

particular a nonstandard proof of Itô's formula.

The local martingale lifting theorem (Theorem 5.6) is used by Perkins [23] in the

solution of a problem of Gilat concerning the distribution of local martingales of

given absolute value.

In Part II we apply the nonstandard representation of stochastic integration to

prove existence of solutions of stochastic integral equations of the form

(0.1) y(t, u) = h{t, «) + ff(s, w, y(-,u>)) dz(s, a),

where h is a right-continuous process with left limits, z is a semimartingale and for

each (s, w), f(s, a, •) is a function on right-continuous paths with left limits,

continuous in the uniform topology, such that/(i, w, d) depends only on d\ [0, s)

(for exact details see Theorem 10.3 of Part II). The general method follows the

pattern of Keisler; namely, lift h, f, z to appropriate internal H, F, Z, solve the

internal difference equation

Y(t, «) = H(t, a) + 2 Hh w, r(-, u))AZ(s, a)

(the trivial step), then show that the standard part, y, of the Y thus obtained is a

solution of the original integral equation. There are, however, additional difficulties

that arise here, on account of the path dependent character of the coefficient /, and

because the presence of jumps in the integrator z makes it necessary to choose a

special lifting Z to ensure that internal integrals with respect to Z will have nice path

properties.

Such path-dependent stochastic integral equations were considered by Metivier

and Pellaumail [19] in the case where/is Lipschitz in the third variable.

An existence result for stochastic integral equations similar to those considered

here has been proved independently by Jacod and Memin [11] using standard

methods. Their result involves enlarging the probability space and showing that a

solution exists on the enlarged space, with an argument that the new semimartingale

z' of the equation on the enlarged space is in a reasonable sense "the same" as the

original semimartingale. Our results show that when dealing with equations on a

Loeb space the solution exists without changing z or the underlying space. If one has

an equation on a general "adapted probability space", (ñ, <&, P, $¡), one can form a
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nonstandard extension of the space and the coefficients of the equation to get an

equation on a Loeb space, to which our theorem will apply (see Hoover-Keisler [9],

and also Remark 10.10 in Part II). This procedure may be regarded as a method of

constructing a very general enlargement of the original space in a way that preserves

almost all properties of interest. However, our point of view is that adapted Loeb

spaces suffice for practical purposes. In particular we believe that typical physical

processes can be modelled on them directly.

The contents of this paper are as follows:

Part I.

§1. Notation and conventions.

§2. We study different notions of nearstandardness for functions in the class D of

right-continuous functions with left limits.

§3. We set up a framework for a nonstandard treatment of the general theory of

processes by defining notions of adapted Loeb space, internal filtration, and

standard part of an internal filtration.

§4. We use the results of §§2 and 3 to give lifting and pushing down theorems for

processes with sample paths in D.

§5. We begin the nonstandard treatment of local martingales by defining notions

of "5-martingale" and "5-local martingale" and proving a lifting and pushing down

theorem that shows that these are the appropriate nonstandard analogues of

"martingale" and "local martingale".

§6. We treat the internal quadratic variation of 5-local martingales. In particular,

we show that if X is an S-local martingale lifting of x, then the standard part of the

internal quadratic variation of X is the usual quadratic variation of x.

§7. We show how a stochastic integral jh(s)dz(s), where h(s) is predictable and z

is a semimartingale can be represented as the standard part of an internal Riemann-

Stieltjes sum

%H(s_)AZ(S_),
s<l

where Z is an appropriate lifting of z and H is a lifting of h with respect to a random

measure associated with Z.

Part II.

§8. We deal with the special case of continuous local martingales. The key result

of the section is a generalization of Keisler's "continuity theorem" in [12]. Essen-

tially it characterizes 5-continuous internal martingales as those internal martingales,

whose quadratic variation is 5-continuous. It follows from this characterization that

if X is an 5-local martingale with 5-continuous sample paths almost surely, then for

any bounded, adapted, internal H, the same is true of the internal stochastic integral

2s<tH(s)AX(s).

§9. We use the tools of §8 to show that any local martingale x has an S-local

martingale lifting X such that, for any bounded, adapted, internal H, the integral

2S<I H(s)AX(s) has good sample path properties.
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§10. We use the result of the previous section and a lifting lemma for path

dependent coefficients to prove existence of solutions of stochastic integral equations

of the form in (0.1).

This paper presupposes a basic knowledge of nonstandard analysis (see Loeb [18]

and Stroyan-Luxemburg [26]) as well as familiarity with previous work in nonstan-

dard probability, particularly Loeb [16] and the parts of Anderson [1-3] and Keisler

[12] that deal with lifting theorems. Knowledge of the other parts of [1, 2 and 12]

would help but is not essential. We suppose, however, only the most elementary facts

about martingales and the general theory of processes with the exception of the

martingale inequalities of Burkholder-Gundy-Davis [5] (Theorem 1.3 below). Since

many of the basic standard results on martingale stochastic integration follow from

our results, this work may be considered as a self-contained treatment of the subject

for persons familiar with nonstandard analysis.

1. Preliminaries. We work in an ^.-saturated enlargement of a superstructure

V(S), where 5 D R.

Notation 1.1. (1) As in Keisler [12], F, X, etc., stand for internal functions and

processes, while /, x, etc., stand for standard ones. An exception is stopping times,

which whether standard or not, are represented by capitals.

(2) Unless stated otherwise (M, p) is a complete separable metric space. Let

ns(*M) denote the set of nearstandard points in *M.

(3) The space of functions from [ 0, oo) to M which are right-continuous with left

limits is denoted by D(M), or just D, when there is no ambiguity.

(4) N denotes the set of natural numbers {1,2,3,...} without 0 and N0 = N U {0}.

Elements of N0 are denoted by n, m, etc., while numbers of *N — N are usually

denoted by tj or y. The Euclidean norm in R^ is always denoted by II II.

(5) T denotes a (fixed) internal 5-dense subset of *[0, oo) (5-dense means {°t:

t_GT, °t_ < oo} = [0, oo)) and ns(T) = {t G T\ °t < oo}. The elements of T are

represented by s, t, u, etc., whereas real numbers in [ 0, oo) are denoted by s, t, u, etc.

Normally T= {kAt\k G *N0} for some positive At ^ 0, although this assumption

is not required in §§2 and 3. We will assume that 0 G T unless indicated otherwise.

(6) If (ß, 6B, /t) is an internal measure space, the corresponding Loeb space is

(ñ, L(&), L(/i)). That is, L(¡i) is the unique measure extending °¡ti to the a-algebra,

<j(6£), generated by &, and L(6B) is the L(¡x)-completion of a(&). The same notation

is used if ju. is a signed measure and °¡x+ (ß) A °n~ (il) < oo.

(7) If (E, &) and (F, <$) are measurable spaces and f.E^Fis measurable with

respect to the a-fields S and ÍF, we say that/is S/^-measurable.    D

Remark 1.2. (a) The permanence (or "overspill") principle is the following: Given

any internal sequence of objects {Ry \ y G *N} and internal set S such that Rn G S

for every n G N, there is a y0 in *N — N such that R   G S for every y < y0.

(b) The saturation (or countable comprehension) property is the following: Let

{SJ«6N} be a sequence of internal objects and {Sm \ m G N} a sequence of

internal sets. If for each m G N there is Nm G N such that for all n > Nm, Rn G Sm,

then {Rn \ n G N} can be extended to an internal sequence {Ry \ y G *N}, such that

Ry G (lm Sm for every y G *N - N.
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For convenience we will sometimes invoke this principle with some of the Sm's not

internal but intersections of countably many internal sets. Clearly this extension is

implied by the saturation principle itself. A simple application of this extended

saturation principle follows.

Suppose {Am | m G N} is a sequence of internal subsets of *[0, oo), t G *[0, oo),

and {tn | n G N} is a subset of *[ 0, oo) such that

(i)t„ EAmioTm «n,

(ii) tn » t for each n.

Then, letting 5, = {s G *[0, oo) \s « t) = Dk{s \ \s_ - t1< AT1},  Sm+X = Am,  we

see by the extended saturation principle that {t„\n G N} can be extended to an

internal sequence {t__y\y G *N} such that t ~ t and t   G r\mAm for each y G *N —

N.    D

The only nonelementary result from standard probability that we use in this paper

is the following martingale inequality of Burkholder-Gundy-Davis.

Theorem 1.3 (Burkholder-Gundy-Davis [5, Theorem 1.1]). Let x = (xn \ n G

N0 ) be a d-dimensional martingale, and let

x* = suplUJI,

/    oo \ 1/2

S(x)=[  2 II*.-*.-,II2 (*_,=()).
\« = 0 /

Suppose 3>: [0, oo) -* [0, oo) is a nondecreasing convex function such that $(0) = 0

and $(2X) < k<&{\) for allX G [ 0, oo) and some constant k. Then there are constants

c,, c2 > 0, depending only on k andd, such that

c}E[$(S(x))] < E[$(x*)] < c2£[*(S(*))].    □

Although only the one-dimensional version of the above result appears in [5], the

general result follows immediately since the growth condition on $ implies that there

are constants /c, and k2 such that

d d

*i S $(*'") < Hx*) < k2 2 *(*'*)
1=1 1=1

and

1=1 1=1

Finally, recall that two stochastic processes x{. [0, oo) X ñ -» M (i = 1,2) are

indistinguishable if x,(í) = x2(t) for all í > 0 a.s.

2. The standard part in the 7, topology. If (M, p) is a complete separable metric

space, recall that the 7, topology on D(M) is the unique topology for which

{£/„(/) | n G N} forms a neighbourhood basis at / G D, where £/„(/) = {g G D |

there is a strictly increasing continuous function À: [0, «]->[0, oo) such that

\(0) = 0, s\ip,«„\\(t)-t\<n-] and sup,Ä„ p(g(X(0), /(0) < «"'}• It is well

known that D equipped with the /, topology is Polish, that is, metrizable as a

complete separable space. (If [0, oo) is replaced by [0,1] and the above definition is
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modified slightly, the result may be found in Billingsley [4, Theorem 14.2], and the

embedding procedure in Stone [25] then gives us the required result.) Our immediate

goal is to give a simple description of the nearstandard points in *D and the

standard part map, st, on ns(*D).

Definitions 2.1. Let F G *D such that F(t) G ns(*M) for all / in ns(*[ 0, oo)).

(a) F is of class SD if for each t in [0, oo) there are points /, » t2 » t such that if

íi ** Í2 ** ?> h < ?u and *2 =* Í2' then F(j,) « F(?¡~ ) and F(s2) » F(?2).

(b) F is of class SDJ if (a) holds with i, = t2 and F(i) « F(0) for all r ^ 0 in

*[0,oo).

(c) F is S-continuous (SC) if F(?,) « F(i2) whenever f, « /2 are points in ns(F).

D

A function F: F -> *M is SD (SDJ, SC) on T if it is the restriction to T of an SD

(SDJ, SC) function on *[ 0, oo). Note that this is equivalent to requiring that F satisfy

the appropriate clause of the above definition with t¡, s¡ ranging over ns(F) instead

ofns(*[0, oo)).

Definition 2.2. The standard part of an SD function Fon Fis the function st(F)

defined by

st(F)(i) = lim °F(t).    D
°nt

Proposition 2.3. Suppose F: T -» *M is the restriction of a function in *D to T, and

F(t) G ns(*M)for all t in ns(F). Then F is SD if and only ifst(F) exists and belongs

to D.

Proof. Suppose F is SD, and fix e > 0 and t > 0. There is a t_ « t such that

F{s) » F(t) for all s » t_ that satisfies s > t, and hence by the permanence principle

for some 8 in (0, oo), | F(s) - F(t)\<e for all s in [t, t + ô) n T. Therefore st(F)(0

exists. It is clear from its definition that st(F) is right-continuous. An argument

similar to the above shows that for some 8' in (0, oo) and /' «* t, \ F(s) — F(t') |< e

whenever s G(í'- 8',t']. It follows that limst,st(F)(í) = °F(t') and st(F) G D.

The proof of the converse is similar.    D

Remark 2.4. It follows easily from the above that if M = R, T = {Â:Ai: k G *N0}

for some positive Ai « 0, and F: F -> *R is a nondecreasing internal function such

that F(t) G ns(*R) for all t in ns(F), then F is SD.    D

The following result is an immediate consequence of the previous definitions and

the above proof.

Proposition 2.5. If F is SDJ on T, then for every t in (0, oo) there is a \f «=¡ t such

that if p t and u<U then F(u) « st(F)(i~ ), and if « » t and u~^t then F(u) **

st(F)(r). In particular if st(F) is continuous at t then F(u) « F(v) for all u^ ü ~ t.

□

Although Proposition 2.3 shows SD to be the class of functions determined

naturally by the standard part map st, SD does not appear to be the class of

nearstandard functions for any topology on D. The class of nearstandard functions

for the 7, topology is SDJ, as we now show.
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Theorem 2.6. The class of functions in *D which are nearstandard in the >/, topology

is SDJ and st \SDJ is the standard part map for the J, topology.

Proof. Suppose F is nearstandard in the /, topology and st7(F) = /, where st7 is

the standard part map for the 7, topology. Clearly */ is SDJ and by the definition of

the /, topology there is a y in *N — N and a continuous, strictly increasing, internal

mapping X: *[0, y] -* *[0, oo) such that X(t) « t, X(0) = 0 and F(X(t)) « *f(t) for

all t in *[0, y]. That F is SDJ now follows easily from the corresponding property of

*/. Moreover,

st(F)(i) = lim °F(t) = lim °F(X(t))
"Hi "tit

= lim °*f(t) =f(t).
°t_it

Suppose F is SDJ and st(F) = /. Fix N in N and let 0 = t0 < • • • < tk — N

contain all the points on [0, N] where/has a jump greater than or equal to N~] in

magnitude. By Proposition 2.5 there are points i, « /, (i0 — 0) such that if / « t¡,

then F(t_)^f(t¡) whenever t>t¡, and F(t) » f(t~ ) whenever t < t_¡. Define X:

*[0, N] -» *[0, oo) by setting X(t¡) = t_¡ and interpolating linearly. Clearly X(t) « /

for all / in *[0, N]. If t « i, and t > t„ then F(\(i)) « /(?,) « */(?), and if t « ?, and

t<tt, then F(X(t))^f(t~)~*f(t). If í ** í, for / = 0,...,¿ and t < N, then

P(/(°í)> /(T )) < Ar~1 and therefore by Proposition 2.5, *p(F(X(t)), *}{{)) < N~\

It follows that F G n™=l*UN(f) and therefore stj(F) = f.    D

The mapping "st" was used by Loeb [16] in his construction of the Poisson

process. Indeed he observed in a preliminary draft of [17] that on the class of

nondecreasing paths in *D(R), st(F)(i) = suprœ, °F(t) is the standard part map for

the 7, topology. The facts about SDJ contained in this section were also observed

independently by K. D. Stroyan (see Stroyan and Bayod [27, Chapter 5]) and I.

Schiopu.

The following is a simple, but useful, result on the nonstandard representation of

Lebesgue-Stieltjes measures.

Lemma 2.7. Assume that T — {kAt \ k G *N0}, and F: T -» *R satisfies the follow-

ing conditions:

(i)F(t)<*F(0)forallt**0.

(ii) %<, | F(s + At) - F(s)\< oo for all t in ns(F).

Then F is of class SD andf — st(F) is of bounded variation on compacts. Moreover, if

N G N is fixed, X F is the internal signed measure on the internal subsets of T n *[0, 7Y ]

defined by XF({t}) = F(t + At) — F(t), and ¡xf is the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure

induced by f, then nf(B) = L(XF)(st~\B)) for each Borel subset, B, of[0, N).

Proof. By Remark 2.4, \F\(t) = 2S<11 F(s + At) - F(s) | is of class SD. The

first statement of the lemma is now immediate. Since /^({O}) = LiA^Xst^'dO})) =

0 (by (i)), it suffices to prove the second statement for B =(a,b] and this is obvious

because/ = st(F).    D

2.8. Further remarks. Here, without proof, are characterizations of the nearstan-

dard points in the other three topologies on D, which were also introduced in
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Skorokhod [24]. (When defining the M, and M2 topologies, we assume that M is a

normed linear space.)

(a) Mx : F G *D is nearstandard if and only if

(i) F G SD,
(ii) if t_ « 0 then F{t) » F(0),

(iii)if/,,r2 « t,t_x <s < t2, thenF(s) ^ aF(tx) + (1 - a)F(t2) for some a G [0,1].

(b) y2: Fis nearstandard if and only if (i), (ii), and

(iv) for all / there are tA, t2 « t such that for all s^t,

F(s_)~F(t_x)    or   F(i)«F(£2).

(c) M2: F is nearstandard if and only if (i), (ii), and

(v) for all t there are i,, t2 <* ? such that for all s « f,

F(s) ^flFÍÍ!) + (1 - a)F(t2)    for some a G [0,1].

None of the topologies /„ Mx, /2, M2 has the property that sums of nearstandard

functions are nearstandard. This is equivalent to the fact that addition is not a

continuous operation in these topologies. Note, however, that F, G G SD implies

F + G G SD. This suggests looking for a topology on D in which addition is

continuous and the class of nearstandard points lies between SDJ and SD.    D

3. The nonstandard probability spaces. Our notation for nonstandard probability

will be similar to that of Keisler [12], although the framework is more general.

Let (fi, £E, F) denote an internal probability space and let (ß, 5, P) =

(ti, L(&), L(P)). Internal expectation with respect to P is denoted by E, and E

denotes expectation with respect to P. The class of F-null sets of ÇFis denoted by 91.

Definition 3.1. If T is an internal 5-dense subset of *[0, oo), an internal

filtration on T is an internal nondecreasing collection of *-sub-a-fields of 6?,

{<$>, 11 G F'}. The standard part of {iß,} is the filtration {§, \ t > 0} defined by

§,= rio(©,)) vgl.

t&r

The 4-tuple (Í2, *$, P, §t) is called an adapted Loeb space.    D

It is easy to check that the standard part of an internal filtration is right-continu-

ous and hence satisfies the " usual hypotheses" of Meyer [20, p. 248].

Let {(£, 11 G F} be a fixed internal filtration and let {$F;} be the standard part of

{&,}■ Henceforth we will use the term "internal filtration" to refer only to internal

filtrations whose standard part is {'§,}.

Theorem 3.2. Assume M is a separable metric space and x is an M-valued

^-measurable random vector. If {%t\{ G F'} is an internal filtration, then there exists

t « t and an internal ^¡-measurable *-random vector X: Q -> *M such that °X = x

a.s. If M is a normed linear space and \\x\\p is in tegrable for some p > \,we may take

II X ||p to be S-integrable.

Proof. Let {t„ \ n G N} be a decreasing sequence in T such that 0 < °r„ — t <

n~x. Since x is a(*3D( ) V "immeasurable, it follows easily from Keisler [12, Proposi-

tion 1.16] that there is a %t -measurable *-random vector X„ such that °Xn = x a.s.
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By saturation, there is a /y « / (y G *N - N) and a <$, -measurable Xy such that

0A"Y = x a.s. Take X = Xy and we are done.

If \\x\\p is integrable, we may take \\Xn\\p to be S-integrable (see the proof of

Theorem 7 in Anderson [2]). Since £(|| Xn — Xm \\p) « 0 for n, m in N, by saturation

we may select y in *N — N, as above, so that £(|| A' — Xm IIp) «< 0 for all m < y.

Hence IIA"y 11p is S-integrable and X = Ary is the required lifting.    D

We will also use the following result on conditional expectations which was

originally proved in a special case in Anderson [2, Theorem 12]. The proof, which

appears in Panetta [21] and Perkins [22], is trivial and hence omitted.

Lemma 3.3. If X: ß -» *R is an S-integrable internal random variable and fy is a

*-sub-a-algebra of &, then F(A'|6D) is S-integrable and °E(X\fy) = £(^1 a^))

a.s.    D

4. Lifting and pushing down theorems for processes in D. An internal stochastic

process on F is an internal mapping A": F X ß -> *M such that X(t, ■) is (^measur-

able for all t in T. For convenience we will assume that F = {kAt | k G *N0} for

some positive infinitesimal Ai, throughout the remainder of this work.

Definitions 4.1. An internal stochastic process X is of class SD (SDJ, SC) if for

almost all w, the mapping

X(-,u): T^ *M

is of class SD (SDJ, SC). If X is SD, a process, st(A'), with sample paths in D, is

defined by fixing x0 in M and letting

st(A-)(0 = iSt(*(''W))(')     if^''w)isSD'

[ x0 otherwise.

An SD (SDJ) lifting of a stochastic process x: [0, oo) X ß -* M is an internal

stochastic process X of class SD (SDJ) such that st( A") and x are indistinguishable.

D
We can of course replace F by any 5-dense subset of *[0, oo) in the above

definitions.

The following lifting and pushing down theorem holds with or without the

expressions in parentheses, with the understanding that (M, || ||) is a separable

Banach space if the expressions in parentheses are included. A similar convention is

used in Theorem 4.4.

Theorem 4.2. A stochastic process x: [0, oo) X ß -» M has sample paths in D a.s.

(and {\\x(t)\\p 11 < m) is uniformly integrable for all m in N, for some p > 1) if and

only if it has an SDJ lifting, X (such that || X(tJ\\p is S-integrable for all t_ in ns(F)).

Proof. (^) is trivial.

(=>) Clearly we may assume that x( ■, w): ß — F) by changing x on a null set. Since

D with the 7, topology is a separable metric space, the lifting theorem of R. M.

Anderson (see Keisler [12, Proposition 1.16]) implies that there is an internal

stochastic process X': *[0, oo) X ß -» *M such that stJ(A_'(-, w)) = x(-, w) a.s.,

where sty is the standard part map for the /, topology. By Theorem 2.6, A" is SDJ

and X = X' r F X ß is the desired lifting.
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Suppose, in addition, that M is a separable Banach space and {||x(r)||/' 11 *£ m) is

uniformly integrable for all m in N and some p > 1. Let Y be the SDJ lifting of x

obtained above. Define

N_\x if 11*11 <2V,

" [iVIIjcir'x    if||x||>/V,

and define YN similarly. Then xN(-,u) G D and YN, since bounded, is an SDJ

lifting of xN such that YN(t) is S-integrable for all t. Fix a real e > 0, m G N and

choose M = M(m, e) such that for all s < m,

(4.1) fl{]]xis)]í>M]\\x(s)\\»dP<e.

By Fatou's Lemma, if 5 < m, then

(4-2) fl{]lxU-n>M]\\x(s~)\\pdP<e.

Fix t < w, | « r. Since F* is SDJ,

p({°yw(i) = *"(/)} u {°r*(r) =*"(/")}) = l.

It follows that

fh\\yNm>M+i]WYN(t_)\\pdP

<JI{rNM<*xN(.<UxN«n>M}\\xN(t)\\pdP

+ J I{Y»(,)*>x"U-),\\xN(t-)\\>M)\\xN(r )\\P dP + £

*£3e    (by (4.1) and (4.2)).

By saturation we can obtain y G *N — N such that the above holds for Yy for every

m G N, t < m, e > 0, and M = M(w, e). Then X — Yy is an SDJ lifting of x such

that II A*(£)||p is S-integrable for every t in ns(F).    D

Définition 4.3. An internal stochastic process X: T X ß -> *M is adapted with

respect to an internal filtration {®r| í G F} (or íB,-adapted) if X(t) is an internal

^-measurable random vector for each / in F. We say that a stochastic process x:

[ 0", oo) X ß -> M is "^-adapted if x(?, ■ ) is ^-measurable for all t > 0.    D

Theorem 4.2 has the following version for adapted processes. Analogous results

for continuous processes and arbitrary stochastic processes may be found in Keisler

[12].

Theorem 4.4. Let {%, \ t G F} be an internal filtration. A process x: [0, oo) X ß -»

M is ^-adapted and has almost all sample paths in D (and {\\x(t)\\p\t < m) is

uniformly integrable for all m in N, for some p > 1) if and only if x has an SDJ lifting,

X, that is {®rvA'flí e T}-adapted for some positive infinitesimal A't in T (and for

which \\X(t)\\p is S-integrable for all t in ns(F)).
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Proof, (^)is trivial.

(=>) We shall only prove the case with the parentheses included as the proof of the

case without them is then obvious.

By Theorem 4.2 there is an SDJ lifting, X', of x such that || A"(i)Hp ls S-integrable

for all t in ns(F). Let {t¡ \ i G N0} be a dense set of [0, oo) such that x(tj ) = x(t:)

a.s., and t0 = 0 (x(0~) = x(0)). Let t_¡ G F satisfy t_¡ » í, for i G N and t_0 = 0.

Extend {t_¡ | i G N0} to *N0 by saturation so that fj, | i G *N0} C F, and let 0 = t£

< ■ ■ ■ < t" be the elements of (i, | / < «} arranged in increasing order. Let 8^ =

maxij G F11_ < 2""} for « G *N. Since °X'(tl) = x(t,) a.s. for all i G N (by the

a.s.-continuity of x at t¡), °Ar'(í,) is o(%t +s ) V ^measurable and therefore (see the

proof of Theorem 7 in Anderson [2]) there is an internal %t +i -measurable random

vector Y"(t¡) such that £(|| X'(t,) - Yn(t_¡)\\p) «0. Define a""sequence of internal

processes {X" \ n G N} by

, v       ÍF"(í,")     if? G \t",t",)
X"(t) = \      )-'{        -    L-"-'+w    for0<i<«.

The following conditions are then satisfied for all n in N:

(i) £(max/s;„|| X'(tJ) - X"(tJ)\\p) < 2~";

(ii) A'"(i) is 6i»,+s -measurable for all ? in F;

(iii) For each w and all 0 < i < n, X"(-,u) is constant on [t",t"+x) and on

By saturation we can obtain y E *N - N such that (i)-(iii) hold with y in place of

n. By (i) and (iii) (with n = y), Xy is an SDJ lifting of x such that || X\t)\\p is

S-integrable for all {in ns(F), and, by (ii), Xy(t) is ®r+s -measurable for all t in F.

Therefore X(t) = X\(t_ - 8y) V 0) is the required lifting of * with A'; = 8y ~ 0.    D

Remark 4.5. (a) The proofs of Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 may be modified to

accommodate additional hypotheses on x. For example, if M = R and x(-, w) is a.s.

nondecreasing then (in both Theorems 4.2 and 4.4) X may be chosen so that X(•, oi)

is nondecreasing for all co. Note that if x is a.s. continuous, then by Proposition 2.5,

X( •, u) is necessarily a.s. S-continuous.

(b) It is clear that A't may be chosen to be zero in Theorem 4.4 if and only if x(0)

is a(9>0) V immeasurable.    D

Recall that a stopping time U is a [0, oo]-valued random variable such that

[U < t) G % for all t > 0.

Definition 4.6. A *-stopping time with respect to an internal filtration {9)l | í G

F'} (or a ^-stopping time) is an internal mapping from ß to T U {oo} such that

{V < ;} G ê, for all t in T U {oo} (here %x = <$,). If Fis a ®rstopping time, let

®K= {v4 GéB|/4 n {F=i} G%   foralliinF'}.    D

Theorem 4.7. Let T C T be an internal S-dense subset of *[0, oo) that is closed

under addition, and let {%, \ t G F'} be an internal filtration.

(a) A mapping U: ß -» [0, oo] is a stopping time if and only if U — °V a.s. for some

'"¡a-stopping time, V.
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(b) Suppose that X: T X ß -» *M is an internal stochastic process of class SD,

x = st(X) a.s., and U: ß-> [0, oo) is ^-measurable. Then there is an internal

^-measurable mapping V from ß to T and a P-null set N such that if w £ N, then

°V(u) = U(u) and if, in addition, t « U(u) and t 3* V(u), then °X(t, a) =

x(U(u), u). If U is a stopping time, V may be chosen to be a ^¡-stopping time and if U

is a constant, then V may be chosen to be a constant.

Proof, (a) This argument is due to H. J. Keisler.

(=>) Define z: (0, oo) X ß - {0,1} by

1    út>V,
Z{t)      10    if,<17.

Then z is ^-adapted and has sample paths in D. By Theorem 4.4, z has an SDJ

lifting

Z: F'X ß^{0,1},

such that for all t G T', Z(t) is ®,vatmeasurable for some A't « 0 in T. Let

V = m\n{t: Z(t) = 1}    (min 0 = oo).

Then V is a % v ¿,,-stopping time and °V = U a.s. If we let V = V V A't, then V is

the desired ^-stopping time.

(«=) Apply the preceding proof in reverse.

(b) Extend X to *[0, oo) X ß by setting X(t, w) = X(t, w) for t E[t,t_ + At),

t G F. Let y be a lifting of x(U) and let U'\ ß -* T be a lifting of U. Since

°Y = sl(X)(°U') a.s., we may choose a sequence {e„ | n G N} C F such that 0 < °§„

< n~x and

p(    sup     °p(Y,X(U'+ e))>n~i) <n~\

By the permanence principle there exists an infinitesimal 8^ in T such that

(4.3) p(   sup   p(Y, X(U' + e))>/i_1) <«_1.

After extending {ô„ | n G N} to *N by w,-saturation, we may obtain y in *N — N

such that 8 — maxnt¿y8J¡ w 0 and 8 G T'. It follows from (4.3) that

Nx=    co |   sup   °p(y, A-(i/' + e)) >0
1 «<E«0

is a F-null set. Let V — U' + 8. Then F: ß -» T (since F' is closed under addition),

W = JV, U {<d|°K#l/   or    0y^x(C/)}

is a null set, and if w G TV, f » U(u) and t > V(u) then

p(x(<7),oA-(_0) = °p(y, A-(/))<   sup   °p(Y,X{U' + e))=0.

Hence V = U' + 8 is the required mapping. If U is a stopping time, then by (a), U'

may be chosen to be a ^-stopping time. Therefore V — U' + 8 is also a ^-stopping

time (recall T is closed under addition). Similarly if U is constant, V may be chosen

to be a constant.    D
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Although every stochastic process with sample paths a.s. in D has an SDJ lifting,

if additional properties are required of the lifting X (as will be the case when we lift

martingales in §5), then it may be harder to obtain liftings of class SDJ. The

following result shows that an SDJ lifting may be obtained from an SD lifting by

restricting the time parameter to a "coarser set". It arose from a suggestion of K. D.

Stroyan.

Proposition 4.8. If X: T X ß -» *M is of class SD, then there is a positive

infinitesimal A't in T such that if T = {kA't\k G *N} then X[ T X ß is of class

SDJ.

Proof. Let Y be an SDJ lifting of st( A"). By Theorem 4.7(b) for each n in N there

exists ô„aî«~'(S„GF) such that

°A"(Â:Ô„) = °Y(k8M) = x(k/n)    fork = l,...,«2a.s.

Hence for all n in N we have 0 < 8n< 2/n, and

(4.4) PÍ   max  p(X(k8„), Y(k8M)) >«"')< »"'.

By ^-saturation we may extend {8^ | n G N} internally to *N and obtain y in

*N — N such that 8y is a positive infinitesimal, and (4.4) holds with n replaced by y.

Since Y is SDJ it follows that It F X Si is SDJ, where T = {k8y | k G *N}.    D

5. Local martingales. Recall that a stochastic process x: [0, oo) X ß -» R^ is a

(¿/-dimensional) local martingale if x is an ^-adapted process with sample paths a.s.

in D(Rd) and there is a sequence of stopping times {Un} increasing to oo a.s. such

that x(t A Un) is a uniformly integrable ^-martingale for all n. The sequence {Un} is

said to reduce x. Let td denote the class of (/-dimensional local martingales and let

td = {*G£d|;c(0) = 0}.

Definitions 5.1. Let {$, 11 G F} be an internal filtration.

If M is a normed linear space, then an internal stochastic process X: T X ß -> *M

is locally S-integrable with respect to {<$,} if there is a nondecreasing sequence of

^-stopping times {V„}, such that

(5.1) lim  °V„= oo    a.s.,
n-*co

and

(5.2) \\X(t_AVn)\\ is S-integrable for each t_ G F U {oo}.

An internal stochastic process A": T X ß ^ *Rd is a *-martingale with respect to

{<$,} (or a ©,-martingale) if {(A"(i), <$r) 11 G F} is an internal martingale. We say X

is an S-local martingale with respect to {<$,} if, in addition, there is a nondecreasing

sequence of *-stopping times [Vn] satisfying (5.1), (5.2), and

(5.3) °X(Vn) = st(A-)(°F„)a.s.   on {°Vn < oo} for all n.

The sequence {Vn} is said to reduce X. An S-martingale with respect to {<$,} is a

©,-martingale X for which X(t) is S-integrable for all / in ns(F).    D

The first part of the following "pushing down" theorem shows that (5.3) makes

sense.
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Theorem 5.2. (a) If X is a <% ¡-martingale, and °£(|| X(V„ A /)||) < oo for all

t G T U {00} and some sequence of ^¡-stopping times, {Vn}, satisfying (5.1), then X is

SD.

(b) // X is an S-martingale (respectively, an S-local martingale) with respect to

{%,}, then st( A") is an ^¡-martingale (respectively, local martingale).

Proof, (a) Since X is SD if each component of X(t A Vn) is SD for all n, we may

assume that X(t) is *R-valued and °£(| X(t_) |) < 00 for all / in T. If M and N are

natural numbers and tN^N<t_N + At, then by the martingale maximal inequality,

p(max\X(t)\>M) < M~lË{\ X(tN) \).

Hence X(-,u) is a finite function on ns(F) a.s. To show the main condition for

membership in SD we use the upcrossing lemma (see Doob [8, p. 316]): If UaNh is the

number of upcrossings of the interval [a, b] completed by X(t, w) for t_^ N

(N G N), then

E{UaNh)<(E(\X(t_N)\) + \a\)/b-a.

Therefore for a.a. w, AT-, w)f ns(F) has only countably many upcrossings (and

hence downcrossings) of nontrivial standard intervals with rational end points. Fix

such on w and let / G [0, 00). By saturation we can find /,, t2 <* t so that every such

crossing which occurs in the monad of /, occurs in the interval (tt, t2). (We only

need find tl,t2^t such that (tvt2) contains a given countable set of intervals

contained in the monad of t.) Since X cannot change a noninfinitesimal amount

without crossing a nontrivial standard rational interval this implies that for s = t, if

s_ < tu then X(s, w) «a X(tA, u), and if s > t_2, then X(s, w) « A"(i2, w). Ergo A* is SD.

(b) Suppose X is an S-local martingale and {Vn} reduces X. By truncating at an

infinite integer we may assume that sup„ uF„(co) G *R. Since °X(Vn) = st(X)(°Vn)

a.s. on {°V„< 00}, it is easy to see that st(A"(- A Vn))(t) = st(X)(t A°Vn) for all

r^O a.s. Hence st(A") will be a local martingale if we show that stiA',,) is a

uniformly integrable martingale for all n in N, where Xn( ■ ) = X( ■ A Vn ). Since Vn is

internally bounded, the optional stopping theorem (see Doob [8, p. 300]) implies that

X„(t) = E(X(Vn) I %) a.s. and therefore

st(A;)(0 = lim °Xn(t)   a.s.
"lit

= lim °£(A"(FJ|®,)    a.s.
(5.4) 0'-u

= \imE(°X(V„)\o(%))    a.s.    (Lemma3.3)
•in

= E{°X(Vn)\%)   a.s.,

where we have used the reverse martingale convergence theorem (see Doob [8,

p. 328, Theorem 4.2]) in the last. Hence st(A"„) is a uniformly integrable martingale.

If X is an S-martingale, then by Theorem 4.7(b), X is an S-local martingale that is

reduced by a sequence of constant times {tn}, where tn^ n. The above argument

shows that st(X)(t A n) is a uniformly integrable martingale for all n in N and

hence s^A") is an Sj-martingale.    D
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Part (b) of the above result is false if one had not included (5.3) in the definition

of an S-local martingale. Indeed, one can construct a locally S-integrable, *R-valued,

<3à,-martingale X such that x = st( A') satisfies the following conditions:

-(i)*(0 = A*(l)F{f>1}!
(ii)£(|A*(l)|) = oo,

(iii) A.x(l) is independent of 5F, - .

Such a process x cannot be a local martingale. To construct such an X, let X have a

jump of ±l/«(co) at t = 1 and then a jump of ±n(co) at t—l+At. The

distribution of n(u) G *N is chosen so that it is a.s. finite but °E(n(u)) = oo, and

each of the ± signs are chosen independently of n(u>) with equal probability. Note

that A" is locally S-integrable since it knows in advance the size of the second jump.

Definition 5.3. If x is an ^-martingale (respectively, local martingale) and

{<$>¡ 11 G F} is an internal filtration, then a <$,-martingale lifting (respectively,

®r-local martingale lifting) is an SDJ lifting of x, X, such that X is an S-martingale

(respectively, an S-local martingale) with respect to {9>¡}.    □

Notation 5.4. If / G"*[ 0, oo), [/] is the greatest element of T satisfying [t] «£ t. More

generally if V C F, let

r ir _ Jmax{? G T | / < t)     if this set is nonempty,

[ min T otherwise.    D

It is not difficult to obtain an SD lifting of a local martingale x, that is an S-local

martingale. Given such a lifting one would want to use Proposition 4.8 to obtain an

SDJ lifting. However, to retain the internal martingale property one must also

change the internal filtration when applying Proposition 4.8. This is handled by the

following lemma:

Lemma 5.5. Let X be a d-dimensional S-local martingale with respect to an internal

filtration {^>,\t G F} and let T = [kA't\k G *N}, where A't is a positive infinitesi-

mal in T. Then there is a *-stopping time W with respect to {"$, 11 G F} such that

°W = oo a.s. and X'(t) = X([t]T A W) is an S-local martingale with respect to the

internal filtration {% \ t G T), where % = ®[r]r-.

Proof. Let {Vn} be a sequence of ""-stopping times that reduces X. Clearly we may

assume °Vn < oo (Theorem 4.7(b) implies there are t_„x n such that Vn A tn also

reduces A"). By Theorem 4.7(b) there is a nondecreasing sequence of F'-valued

*-stopping times with respect to {ÇBf | / GE T'}, {F„"|w<n}, such that for each

m^n in N, °V^=°Vm a.s. and °X(V£) = °X(Vm) a.s. It follows easily that

°X(V¿ A V„) = °X(Vm) a.s. for all m « n, since for a.a. w in {K„ < V^} we have

°K = °vm and therefore

°X(V„) = st(X)(°Vn) = st(X)(°Vm) = °X(Vm).

The S-integrability of || A'(F„)|| implies

(5.5) £"( max || A"(F» A Vn) - X(Vm)\\) < 2~".

We also have

(5.6) F(max|Fm"^ Km|>2-")<2-".
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By saturation we may internally extend {({F^|w<«}, F„)|hGN} to *N and

obtain y in *N — N such that {Vy \ m < y} is a nondecreasing sequence of ^stop-

ping times with respect to {<$, | / G T'}, {Vm \ m < y} is a nondecreasing sequence of

*-stopping times with respect to {%,\t G F}, and (5.5) and (5.6) hold with n

replaced by y. If W — V, then °W = oo a.s. since W > Vn for all n in N. It is easy

to check that X'(t) = X([t_]r A W) is a *-martingale with respect to {$,' 11 G F}.

Since FJ G F', (5.5) with y in place of n implies that for all m in N, || X'(Vy)\\ =

II X(YH A K" )ll is S-integrable and

°x'(vy) = °x{v¿ a vy)

= °X(Vm)    a.s.

= st(A")(°Fm)    a.s.

= st(A")(°F„D    a.s. (by (5.6)).

Since lim,,,^ °Vy = oo a.s. (by (5.6)) and Vy is a *-stopping time with respect to

{W, \t G F} we see that {Vy \ m EN) reduces X' and the result is proved.    D

Theorem 5.6. If x is a d-dimensional ^¡-martingale (respectively, local martingale),

there is an internal filtration {9>¡ \ t G F} and a %¡-martingale (respectively, %-local

martingale) lifting of x.

Proof. We deal only with the local martingale case, as the martingale case is the

same except that the reducing stopping times should be chosen to be constant.

Suppose that x is a local martingale reduced by {t/„}, where U„ < oo. For each n

in N let Yn be an S-integrable lifting of x(Un) such that ||F„(w)|| < r/ for some

t) G *N — N. Let Xn(t) be an internal stochastic process such that Xn(t) = E(Yn \ &¡)

(recall that {cf,} is the internal filtration used to define {%}) for all / in T, F-a.s. and

sup(, u) II Xn(t, w)|| < T). Then X„ is an.S-martingale, and therefore is SD by Theorem

5.2(a). It follows as in formula (5.4) that X„ is an SD lifting of *(-At/„). By

Theorem 4.7(b) there is a sequence of 6E,-stopping times, {Vm}, such that °Vm = Um

a.s., and

(5.7) for a.a. co, if °t = Um and t > Vm, then °Xm(t_) = x(Um).

By considering maxJ!Sm V¿ we may assume {Vm} is nondecreasing. We now show that

(5.8) iim<n,    E(\\X„(Vm) - Xm{Vm)\\) « 0.

Indeed, if m and n are fixed, by Theorem 4.7(b) there is a *-stopping time V such

that V^ Vm, °F= Um a.s. and 0A„(F) = x(Um) a.s. (recall that st(ZB) = *(• AU„)

a.s.). The S-integrability of Xn(V) and A"m(F), together with (5.7) implies that

(5-9) £(||A-„(F)-A-m(F)||)-0.

By optional sampling (see Doob [8, p. 302]) we have Xn(Vm) = E(X„(V)\&y ) a.s.

and Xm(Vm) = E(Xm(V) \&y ) a.s. (recall that Xn is internally bounded) and hence

(5.8) follows from (5.9). Since Xn is an 6B,-martingale satisfying (5.8), by saturation

there is an 6Br-martingale, Xy, (y G *N — N) such that (5.8) holds if n is replaced by

y. The maximal inequality for martingales implies that for all m in N,

max II Xy(t_ A Vm) - Xm(t_ A Vm)\\ - 0    a.s.
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Since Xm is an SD lifting of x(- AUm), it follows that Xy is an SD lifting of x.

Moreover, (5.8) implies that || Xy(Vm)\\ is S-integrable for all m in N and °Xy(Vm) =

°Xm(Vm) = x(°Vm) a.s. Choose T = {kA't\k G *N}, as in Proposition 4.8, such

that A*Yr T X ß is SDJ. If % ~ &[t]r and X(t) = Xy([t]r A W), where W is as in

Lemma 5.5, then by Lemma 5.5 and the choice of V, A" is a ®r-local martingale

lifting of x.    D

Remarks 5.7. (a) The previous result would be false if we did not allow ourselves

the freedom of selecting an internal filtration {<$>¡ \ t G F}. It is easy to see that for

any given internal filtration {^>,\t G F} and local martingale x we can always find

an S-local martingale with respect to {%,} that is an SD lifting of x, but it need not

be of class SDJ. Indeed, a trivial application of the maximal inequality for martingales

shows that if x has one ®,-local martingale lifting, then every SD lifting of x that is

an S-local martingale with respect to {%,} is of class SDJ. It is easy to construct an

example of an S-martingale X with respect to {Í6,} that is not SDJ (let X have two

jumps of size ± 1 in the same monad) and hence st( A") is an ?Fr-martingale with no

iB,-martingale lifting.

(b) Suppose that x G td and h: [0, oo) X ß -» M is an adapted process with

sample paths in D(M) a.s. By Theorem 3.2, /i(0) is o(&h,¡) V ^Immeasurable for some

infinitesimal A't in F. It is clear from the previous proof that in Theorem 5.6 one can

assume *$„ D 6BAV Therefore by Theorem 4.4 and Remark 4.5(b) one can find an

internal filtration {*$,}, a <$,-local martingale lifting of x and a ^-adapted SDJ

lifting of h. This observation will prove useful in §7.

(c) Suppose A" is a ®,-local martingale lifting of x G C and x is reduced by {£/„}

where U„< oo. We claim there is a sequence of <ä>r-stopping times {Vn} reducing X

such that °F„ = U„ a.s. Let {F„'} reduce X and be bounded by some infinite a, let Xn

be an S-integrable lifting of x(Un), and choose nondecreasing ^-stopping times Wn

such that °W„ = U„ a.s. and °X(W„) = °Xn a.s. (see Theorem 4.7(b)). For each

n G N, we have

lim   °E(\\X(W„AV')-XJ)=   lim E(\\x(Un A°V') - x(Un)\\) = 0.
m —* oo m -* oo

(Note that X(Wn A V'm) \s S-integrable by optional sampling.) Therefore, there is a

sequence {mk} increasing to oo such that

(5.10) sup £ (|| AT( W„ A V' J- X„ ||) < 2~*.

By saturation we may extend {V'} to a nondecreasing internal sequence of 'un-

stopping times. Let F„ = Wn A V'm for some y G *N — N for which (5.10) holds

with y in place of k. Then since °V'm = oo a.s., it is easy to see that {Vn} is the

required sequence.    D

6. Quadratic variation.

Notation 6.1. Let Y¡: T X ß -> *Rd(i = 1,2) be internal and lety: [0, oo) X ß - R^.

(i)IfzG[O,oo),Tv(z) = inf{f|||j(OII>z}(inf0 = oo).

(ii)Ifz G *[0, oo), Ty(z) = min{t G F| l|F,(_i)|| > z) (min 0 = oo).

(iii) Let Y*(t_, to) = mais<t\\YAs, «)||.
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(iv) Let I Y¡\(t, u) = 21<l\\AYi(s,a)\\ where AY,(s) = Y^s + At) - Y¡(s). Let

X(y)(y,, ío) be the internal measure on (T, G) ((2 is the set of all internal subsets of F)

defined by XU)(Y„ «)({/}) = ||AY,(/, o)\\J for/ = 1 or 2.

(v) Let [y„ Y2), = 7,(0) ■ F2(0) + ¿]s<! AYx(s) ■ AY2(s_), where - denotes the scalar

product.    D

Let x G td. If t > 0 is fixed and Q = {t0,.. .,tL) is a finite subset of [0, t] with

0 = /0< •••<*£ = /, let II gil =sup/<t |/,.-/,._, | and S,(x, ß) = IU(0)||2 +
2f=, ll*(f,-) — ̂ (i,.,)!!2. It follows from Doléans-Dade [7] that S¡(x, Q) converges in

probability to a limit, [x, x],, as II g II approaches zero. One may choose a version of

the process [x, x], with sample paths in D. If y is another ¿/-dimensional local

martingale then [x, y] is defined by [x, y] = \/2([x + y, x + y] — [x, x] — [y, y]).

If X is the local martingale lifting of x obtained in Theorem 5.6, we shall show

that [A\ A'] is a lifting of [x, x]. Indeed, we will prove directly that S,(x, Q)

converges in probability to st([A", X])(t). The following two technical lemmas are

used to show that st([Ar, A"]) makes sense.

Lemma 6.2. Let Y: T X ß -> *Rd be an SDJ lifting of a standard process y:

[0, oo) X ß -» Rd. For every z G [0, oo), there exists z' « z such that for a.a. w in

{tv(z) < oo}, °TY(z') = Tv(z) and °Y(TY(z')) = y(Ty(z)).

Proof. If z G [0, oo), we claim that tv(z) = limm^00 °TY(z + m^1) a.s., and that

for almost all co in (tv,(z) < oo},

(6.1) y(r,{z))=   hm   °Y{TY(z + m-])).
Ill-* 00

If L = limm_00 °Fy.(z + w_l), then clearly t(z) < L a.s. If w is fixed such that

st(F(-, w)) = y(-, co) and t(z) < oo (if t(z) = oo, then t(z) = L is immediate),

and / exceeds tv.(z), then ||^(m)H > z for some w in [t(z), t). Therefore °|| F(«)|| > z

for some u~u. It follows that °TY(z + m~x) < °«< í for large enough m and

hence L < t, proving the first claim. If °TY(z + m_1) > tv(z) for all w in N or

°TY(z + m~]) = tv,(z) = 0 for large enough m, then (6.1) is immediate from the

definition of st(F). Assume that 0 < tv,(z) = °TY(z + m~]) < oo for large enough

m. Since \\Y(TY(z + m_I))|| >z + w'1 and llj>(°FK(z + m-1)-)!! = \\y(rv(z)~)\\

< z, it follows that °y(Fy(z + m-1)) =>'(t(z)) for large m whenever Y(-, w) is

SDJ and st(F(-, w)) = >>(-, w). Hence the second claim is proved.

We may now choose a sequence (m, G N) increasing to oo such that if F, and Y2

are liftings of t(z) and ^(t(z)), respectively, then the following conditions are

satisfied for all n in N:

(6.2) F(F, *£ mn, | TY{z + <') - 7, |> 2"") < 2~",

(6.3) P(y, <m„,||F(Fy(z + m„-'))- F2|| > 2"") < 2"".

By the permanence principle there is a y in *N — N such that (6.2) and (6.3) hold

when n is replaced by y. The result now follows with z' = z + m~l.    D
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Lemma 6.3. (a) If Z is a nonnegative internal random variable, then Z is S-integra-

ble if and only if there is an internal function 0: *[0, oo) -» *[0, oo) such that

°£($(Z)) < oo and the following conditions hold:

(i) 0 is (internally) increasing and convex.

(ii) $(0) = 0 and sup.^ */$(*) * 0 for all y in *N - N.

(iii) 0(2«) < 4<&(u)forallu> 0.

(b) // X is a d-dimensional %¡-martingale, V is a 6Î>¡stopping time for some internal

filtration {B,}, and p > 1, then X*(V)P is S-integrable if and only if ({X, X\v)p'2 is.

Proof, (a) (<=) If <t> is as above and y G *N — N, then

° fzi{z>y] dP^ °( sup*/*(*)) °£ (O(Z)) = 0,

whence the S-integrability of Z.

(=») This is the nonstandard statement of Lemma 5.1 in Burkholder, Davis and

Gundy [5], and the proof given there goes through with only minor changes.

(b) Suppose X*(V)P is S-integrable. Choose $ as in (a) such that °£(0(X*(V)P))

< oo. Clearly 'i'(x) = $(xp) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3, so that

°E($([X, X]pv/2)) < oo. Therefore [X, X]p/2 is S-integrable by (a). The proof of

the converse is similar.    D

Theorem 6.4. Let Y be a d-dimensional % -martingale and let {Vn} be a nondecreas-

ing sequence of % ¡-stopping times satisfying (5.1) and (5.2). Then:

(a) [Y, Y] is SD~.

(b) There is a nondecreasing sequence of % ¡-stopping times {Wn} such that

(i) lim,,^ °Wn = oo and °W„ < oo a.s.,

(ii) Y*(Wn) and [Y, Y)^2 are S-integrable, and

(iii) Y*(Wn - At) < n for all w in {Wn > 0}.

// in addition Y is SDJ and °Y(Vn) = st(F)(°F„) for a.a. u in {°Vn < oo}, then we

may also choose Wn so that

(iv) °Y(Wn) = st(Y)(°W„)and°[Y, Y]w¡¡ = st([F, Y])(°Wn)a.s.

(We shall see in Theorem 7.18 that under the additional hypotheses on Y assumed in

(iv), [Y, Y] is in fact SDJ.)

Proof. Clearly (a) will follow from (b) and Remark 2.4, because (i) and (ii) imply

that °[Y, Y], < oo for all t in ns(F) a.s.

Choose n G F such that n^n. Let Wn—VnA TY(n) A n. Clearly both (i) and

(iii) hold (recall that Y is SD by Theorem 5.2). To show (ii), note that if Y*(Wn) > n,

then Y*(Wn) = l|y(IFn)||. Therefore if y G *N - N, then

(6.4) °JY*(Wtt)I{Y.(Wn)>y)dF= °j\\Y{Wn)\\l{m(Wn)>y]dP.

The S-integrability of Y( Vn A n ) implies that Y( Wn ) is also S-integrable by the

optional sampling theorem. It follows that (6.4) equals zero and hence Y*(Wn) is

S-integrable. By Lemma 3.6(b), [Y, Y]^2 is also S-integrable.
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If Y is SDJ and °Y(Vn) = st(y)(°F„) a.s., change the definition of W„ as follows.

By Lemma 6.2 and Theorem 4.7(b) there is an n' « n and an n^n(n G F) such

that °TY(n') = tv(m) and °Y(TY(n')) = y(Tv(n)) a.s. on [ry(n) < oo}, and °Y(n) =

y(n) a.s. Let Wn = TY(n') A Vn A n. Then °Y(Wn) = y(°Wn) a.s. and the above

argument goes through without change. The following lemma shows that °[Y, Y]w

= st([y y])(OH/„) a.s. and hence completes the proof.

Lemma 6.5. If (YX,Y2) is an SDJ S-local martingale, where Y¡ is d-dimensional for

i = 1,2, and V is a *-stopping time (all with respect to an internal filtration {$, 11 G

F}), then °Y¡(V) = st(Y¡)(°F) a.s. on {°V < oo} for either i = 1 or i = 2 implies that

°[y„ Y2]v = st([y„ Y2])(°V) a.s. on {°V < oo}. Conversely if °[YU Yx]v =

st([F,, y,])(°F) a.s. on {°F<oo} then °y,(F) = st(y,X°F) a.s. on {°F<oo}.

Moreover this converse holds if Yx is only SD.

Proof. (=>) Bear in mind that we are free to use Theorem 6.4 except for the last

part of Theorem 6.4(b)(iv). Assume that °Y](V) = st(y,)(°F) a.s. on {°F < oo}, and

let <5 be a positive infinitesimal. Then

([Y„Y2]v+8-[Yx,Y2]v) =      2      AYx(s_) ■ AY2(sJ
i/«j<i/+¿

1/2/ \l/2

1      IIAy,(5)||2)   '(      2      \\AY2(s)\\2)

= ([r,, Y,]y+S - [y„ F,],),/2([y2, y2]v+s -[y2, y2]v)V2.

Note that [y,, Y2] is SD by the previous theorem and the fact that

[y„ y2] = i/2([y, + y2, y, + y2] - [y„ y,] - [y2, y2]).

Since Ô was an arbitrary positive infinitesimal, the result will follow if we show that

[F,, Y]]v+& « [y,, Yx]v a.s. on {°F<oo}. If {Wn} is the sequence obtained in

Theorem 6.4 with X replaced by Yx, then by Theorem 1.3 there is a real constant c

for which

° E \\\YX, Yx J(|/+í)ah/„ — 1^15 Y\\v/\wm)     )

(6.5) ^c°E( max ||y,(w) - YX(V A Wn)\\)
v KAH/„<uS(t/+S)AH/n /

= c£Í °max ||y,(«) - YX(V A Wn)\\),
x     Vf\W„<u^(V+S)/\W„ I

since the integrand is bounded by 2Y*(Wn), which is S-integrable. Recalling that Yx

is SDJ and °YX(V A Wn) = st(y,)(°(F A IF„)) a.s., we see that (6.5) is zero, and

therefore by letting n approach oo we have [Yx, Yx]y+S » [Yx, y.]Ka.s. on {°V < oo},

as required.

The proof of the converse is similar to the above using the other inequality from

Theorem 1.3.    D

Notation 6.6. If T = {t0,... ,tL) is a *-finite subset of F (0 = /0 < /, < • • • < tL)

and Y: TX ß -» *Rd is internal, let [Y, Y]J' = \\Y(0)\\2 + 2/=,lly(i,) - y(?,-i)il2.
D
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Recall the notation S¡(x, Q) introduced at the beginning of this section.

Theorem 6.7. Let X be a d-dimensional SDJ S-local martingale with respect to an

internal filtration [%t | / G F}. If x — st( A'), then for each t 3» 0, S¡(x, Q) converges in

probability to st([A", A"])(/) as \\Q\\ approaches zero.

We need the following lemma.

Lemma 6.8. Let X be as in Theorem 6.7. // T is a *-finite S-dense subset of T such

that 0 G T, then

sup    °\[X,X],-[X,X]Y\=0   a.s.
rens(r)

Proof. U X = (Xx,...,Xd), then [X, X], = 2d=x[X„ X,], and therefore we may

assume d— 1. Let {Wn} be a sequence of ""-stopping times that satisfy conditions

(i)-(iv) in Theorem 6.4. An elementary computation shows that for / in T',

[X,X]Y ~[X,X], = 2 2 {X(sj - x{[s_}r))AX(s_).
\"-6) S<1

íe'r

Let Z(t) be defined to be the right side of (6.6) for all t_ in F. Then

[Z, Z], = 4fj{i<L]{x(s_) - X{[s]r)f dX2\X).

In particular, since X*(Wn - At) < n on {Wn > 0} (by Theorem 6.4(b)),

[Z,Z]^<4n([X,X]wy/2

and therefore [Z, Z]1^2 is S-integrable. It follows that \\AZ(t_)I{!<Wn) \\ is internally

integrable and hence Z(t A Wn) is a ^-martingale. Using Theorem 1.3, we obtain c

in R such that

°E(z*(wn))<c°E(([z,z)wy/2)

(6.7) =2cE^fTI{i<iVn]{x(s_)-X{[s_]T))2dX2\X)]ji/2]j

<4c(N^E{°[X, X]^) + nE((°X^(X)(AN))]/2))

for all N in N, where

AN(u) = (jE T\s_< Wn,\X{s_) - X([s]T')\>2N-]}.

If F,(w) is the /th time for which | X(t) - X(t - At)\> N~] (F,(w) = oo if no

such time exists) and T[ = min{/ G T U {oo} | / > F,}, then F, and T¡ are both
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*-stopping times, and, since X is SDJ, AN C U;eN[F; A Wn, T[ A Wn) a.s. This

implies that for some real constant c,

£(oa<2»(at)(/i,v)i/2)< 2 °E({[x,x]T^Wn-[x,x\T¡AWn)x/2)
/EN

c 2   °EÍ max \X(u)-X(T,AWn)\)
,eN \T,AW^u<T¡/\W„ - i n/l/

(by Theorem 1.3)
, Y 0c./ max
' ¿   £\t,kw„*u*t;aw„ \X(u) - X(T A W„)¡i6N        \ - I      v-> vi „/

(since A'*(IFJ is S-integrable)

= 0

(the last because X is SDJ and | X(T¡) - X(T¡ - At)\>N~l a.s. on {°F, < oo}).

Substituting this into (6.7) and letting N approach oo, we get °Z*(Wn) = 0 a.s. The

result follows by letting n approach infinity.    □

Proof of Theorem 6.7. Fix t in [0, oo) and t in F such that t ^ t, °X(t_) = x(t)

a.s., and °[ A\ A"], = st([Z, X])(t) a.s. (see Theorem 4.7). If T is a "-finite subset of

F n [0, t] containing 0 and t, then the previous result implies that whenever

IIF'H^O,

(6.8) P(\[X,X]T,'- [X,X],\>2-N)<2-N

for all N in N. Hence, by the permanence principle there is a sequence of positive

reals {eN} such that (6.8) holds whenever ||F'|| < eN. Let Q = {/„, /,,... ,tL) (0 = t0

</,<•••< tL = t) satisfy IIoil < £N and choose i, « i, (/, G F) such that °X(t_i)

= *(i,) a.s., r0 = 0, and tL = t. If F' = {t0>...,tL}, then ||F'|| < e^ and

°[X,X}T;=°\\X(Q)\\2+ 2 °ii*(í,+ i)-*(í,)ii2
1 = 0

= S,(x, Q)    a.s.

Since st([A", A"])(?) = °[X, X], a.s., (6.8) implies that

F(|S,(*,<2)-st([A-,A-])(/)|>2-'v)<2-",

and hence the result.    D

Note that the above result is not true if X is not SDJ.

In view of the previous theorem, we make the following definition.

Definition 6.9. If x and y are ¿/-dimensional local martingales, let (X, Y) be a

"3^-local martingale lifting of (x, y) for some internal filtration {9>,\t G F}. Then let

[x,y], = st([X,Y])(t).    D

Since [X,Y]= 1/2([A" + Y, X + Y] - [X, X] - [Y, Y]), it follows from Theo-

rem 6.4 that st([A\ y]) exists. Moreover, Theorem 6.7 shows that the above defini-

tion is independent of the choice of the lifting ( X, Y) (at least up to indistinguisha-

bility), and agrees with the classical definition described at the beginning of this

section.
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7. Stochastic integration.

Definitions 7.1. A process of bounded variation a: [0, oo) X ß-> R'' is an

^-adapted process whose sample paths belong to D, are of bounded variation on

bounded intervals, and satisfy a(0) = 0. Let %d denote the set of such processes and

let | a | (t) denote the variation of a on [0, t].

A (/-dimensional semimartingale, z, is an Sj-adapted, Revalued process with

sample paths in D such that z(t) — z(0) = x(t) + a(t) for some x G Qd and a G %rf.

The set of ¿-dimensional semimartingales is denoted by §J and S^ = {z G S'7 ¡ z(0)
= 0}.    D

Note that if z G §d, the decomposition z — z(0) = x + a with x G td and a G 'Yrf

need not be unique.

Notation 7.2. (a) The a-field of predictable sets in [ 0, oo) X ß is denoted by 9.

That is to say, 9 is the a-field on [0, oo) X ß generated by the set of all °7,-adapted,

left-continuous processes.

(b) Suppose M is a normed linear space with norm || ||. If x G £d, let

£loc(x, M) - \h: [0, oo) X ß ^ M\ h is predictable and

. 1/2

EÍifR"\\h(s)\\2d[x,x]s\        < oo forsome

sequence of stopping times {R„} increasing to oo a.s.

and if a G %d, let

ts(a, M) = \h: [0, oo) X ß -> M | h is predictable and

•'n
\d\a\ < oo for all t > Oa.s.

(the "s " stands for "Stieltjes integrable"). Finally, for z G Sq define

£(z, M) = [h: [0, oo) X ß -» M\ h is predictable and for some

(a,x) G %d X td, z = a + x and h G £loc(x, M) D ^(a, M)}.    D

If x G £¿, the classical stochastic integral h ■ x(t) = J¿h(s) dx(s) may be defined

for h G £loc(x, R) as the unique element of £¿ such that [h ■ x, y], = f¿h(s)d[x, y]s

for all bounded martingales y (see Meyer [20, p. 341]). More generally, if z G §>¿, the

classical stochastic integral h ■ z(t) = f¿h(s)dz(s) may be defined for h G £(z,R)

by h ■ z(t) = h ■ x(t) + j¿ h(s)da(s), where * G £¿, a G %', z = a + * and /¡ G

£loc(x, R) n £s(a, R) (see Jacod [10]). If z G Sq and ^ is a predictable process taking

values in Rkxd (the normed linear space of k X d matrices over R with the Euclidean

norm) such that A,y G £(zy,R) for j = \,...,d, then h ■ z G §¿ is defined by

(h ■ z), = 2y=i A,; ■ z-. It is possible to define h ■ z for a larger class of integrands A

(see Jacod [10]).
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We shall obtain a nonstandard representation of h • z for z G Sq and h G

£(z,Rkxd), independently of the classical construction, by first obtaining ap-

propriate liftings, Z and H, of z and h, respectively, and then defining h ■ z(t) —

std^ H(s_)AZ(s_))(/).

We will need the following result on predictable processes, that follows easily from

Dellacherie and Meyer [6, IV, Theorem 67] and a monotone class argument. If M is

a normed linear space, we let

V'(M) = \h: [0,oo) X ß ->M\h(t,u) = h0(u)I{0)(t)

«-i

+ 2 /i,(w)/(,,+]](r), where/;, is bounded and
i=i

c5¡ - measurable and 0 = tx < t2< ■ ■ • < tn < oo

Lemma 7.3. // M is a separable normed linear space and V is a vector space of

bounded predictable M-valued processes that contains V'(M) and is closed under

bounded pointwise convergence, then V is the space of all bounded, M-valued,

predictable processes.    D

Definition 7.4. Let {l:ô,} be an internal filtration. If a G %d, a %,-BV lifting of a

is a ^-adapted process, A, such that A and | A | (see Notation 6.1) are SDJ liftings of

a and") a \ , respectively. If a G %? and x G td, then a ®,-semimartingale lifting of

(a; x) is a pair (A; X) such that A" is a iB^local martingale lifting of *, A is a %-BV

lifting of a, ma (A, X) is SDJ.    □

Lemma 7.5. Suppose {%, \ t G F} is an internal filtration and Y: T X ß -+ *Rd is a

L:f) ¡-adapted, SD lifting of y G %d such that °Y(Q) = y(0) a.s. There is a positive

infinitesimal A't in T such that if T" is an internal S-dense subset of T' = [kA't \ k G

*N0}, then Y([t]T") is a ^^r-BV lifting ofy.

Proof. By Proposition 4.8, there is a positive infinitesimal At in F such that if

f = [kAt~~\ k G *N0}, then Y\ f X ß is SDJ (we may include 0 in F since °y(0) =

y(0) a.s.). Let Y be an SDJ lifting of | y \ . By Theorem 4.7(b) there is a A„i in F such

that °A„r = 2-" and for £ = 0.22", °Y(kAnt) =\y\(k2-") and °Y(kAnt) =

y(k2~") a.s. Therefore, for each 0 < kx < k2 < 22",

k2 k2

° 2 IIF((;'+ 1)A„0 - y(A,')H = 2 Wy((j+ 1)2-) -y(J2-m)\\
j=k\ j=k\

^°{Y{(k2+\)Ant)-Y(kxAnt)).

By permanence there is a positive infinitesimal A7 G F such that if V = {kA't \ k G

*N0}, then for a.a. w and all kxA't ^ A:2A7 in ns(F').

(7.1)      °  2   l|y((>+ 1)A'/) - Y(jA't)\\^°Y{(k2+ \)A't)-°Y(kxA't).
j=k,
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If Y'(t) = Y([t]T), then Y is SDJ since T C F. Since fis SDJ, it follows from (7.1)

that | y | is SDJ. Moreover, by (7.1) we also have

stdr|)(0<bl(0
for all í s* 0 a.s. Therefore Y' is a %[lXr-BV lifting of y because the converse

inequality is obvious. If T" is an internal S-dense subset of T and Y"(t) = Y([t]T"),

then Y" is clearly a %[l]T-BV lifting of y because | Y" \ (t) <\Y\ ({).    D

Theorem 7.6. // (a, x) G %d X £" and h: [ 0, oo) X ß - Rm is an adapted process

with sample paths a.s. in D, there is an internal filtration, {9>,}, a % ¡semimartingale

lifting of (a; x), (A; X), and a 9>,-adapted SDJ lifting of h, H~ such that (H, A, X) is

SDJ.

Proof. By Theorem 5.6 and Remark 5.7(b), there is an internal filtration {ÚS>'¡}, a

®('-local martingale lifting of x, A", and a <S,'-adapted SDJ lifting of (h, a), (H'~ A').

Proposition 4.8 implies that for some positive infinitesimal A7 in F, if T = {kA't | k

G *N0}, then (H', A', A")f T X ß is SDJ (we may include zero in T since

°(H', A', X')(0) = (h, a, x)(0) a.s.). By Lemma 7.5 we may also choose T so that

A(t) = A'([t]r) is a %'[t]T-BV lifting of a. Let % = <&[t]r and H(t) = H'([t]r).

Choose W as in Lemma 5.5 so that AT/) = A"([i]r A W) is a °ï>,-local martingale

lifting of x. Then (H, A, A") is SDJ by the choice of T and hence (A; X) and H are

the required liftings.    D

Remark 7.7. For our immediate goal of defining the stochastic integral, the

existence of a semimartingale lifting of (a; x) is the only part of Theorem 7.6 that

will be needed. The part of the above result that deals with the auxiliary process h

will be useful in solving stochastic differential equations in §10.    D

Having obtained a lifting of a semimartingale, the next step is to lift the integrand

hm.h-z.To this end we define a measure on F X ß with respect to which we will

liftA.

Notation 7.8. If B C F X ß, let B(u) = {/1 (t_, u) G B) and B(t) = {w | (_/, «) G

B}. HA and A"are internal *Rd-valued processes, define an internal random measure

X(A; X)on(T,e)byX(A;X)({t})= \\AA(t)\\ + IIAAT/)||2. Let

S„ = min{/ G T\X(A;X)([0,t]) > n} An,

and let ¡jl(A; X) be the internal subprobability measure on G X 6£ defined by

íi(A;X)(B) = E¡   2   \(A;X)(B(w)n[0,S„))n-l2-A.
%e*N '

If {®r|i G F} is an internal filtration, let 9(9).) be the internal a-algebra of

®,-adapted subsets of F X ß (here A is <S,-adapted_if IA is). Let L(A.X0(9>.))

denote the trace of the L(¡i(A; A'))-completíon of aC5P(®.)) on ns(F) X ß. If there

is no ambiguity the dependence on A, X and {%¡} is suppressed and we simply write

L(9). If M is a normed linear space with norm || ||, let L(A; X, M, ÍS.) denote the

set of ^-adapted processes H: T X ß -» *M such that

for a.a. u and all t in ns(F),

(7'2) "fl^jWHisjU d\V\A)=fl[i<t)°\\H(s_)\\ dL(X»(A)), I
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and there is a nondecreasing sequence of *-stopping times {Vn} such that

(7.3) fora.a. co,°V„< oo,   lim  °Vn = oo and st( X)(°Vn) = °X(V„),
n-* oo

and

'/2\

°£   (//{s<^|¿/(s)||W>(Ao)

(7-4)

= £((//(í<,,i}°||//(í)H2í/L(X<2HA-)))'/2)<«D.

(The definitions of X(y) are given in Notation 6.1.)    D

Note that an internal process is <3)(iB.)-measurable if and only if it is "^-adapted.

Definition 7.9. If {% | t G F} is an internal filtration, A and X are ®,-adapted,

*R<y-valued processes, M is a Hausdorff space and h: [0, oo) X ß -» M, then a weak

(A; X, <ä>.)-lifting (or a weak (/I; A>lifting, if there is no ambiguity) of h is a

'.'lyadapted process H: T X ß -» *M such that

(7.5) °H(t,a) = h(°t,o>)    L(p.(A; X))-a.s.

We call // an (A; X, $.)-lifting (or an (A; A>lifting) of h if, in addition, M is a

normed linear space and H G L(A; X, M, ÚS>.).    D

At this point we establish a pair of results which will help us deal with the

measures L(¡i(A; X)). Assume that lim,,^^ °S„ = oo a.s.

(1) We claim that if {Gm} is a sequence of sets in G X ($, then

lim   y(A;X)(Gm) = 0
m — oc

if and only if °X(A; X)(Gm(u) D [0, S„)) converges in probability to zero as

m -> oo, for all n G N.

Let

Ym=   2   A(/(;A-)(Gm(W)n[0,S„))/!-12-».
iie'N

Then °p(A; X)(Gm) = °E(YJ, and since 0 < Ym < 1, we see that

lim   °li(A;X)(Gm) = 0

if and only if °Ym converges in probability to zero. Note that if TV E N, then

P(°Ym>2-N+l)^pl S °X(A; X){Gm(o>) H[0, Sn))n-l2-'< >2-A

<P(°Ym>2-").

Therefore °Ym converges in probability to zero if and only if the same is true of

°A(^; X)(GJu) n [0, S,,)), for each n G N, and the claim is proved.

(2) We claim that if G is in the L(¡i(A; A"))-completion of a(G X &), then

L(fi(A;X))(G) = 0

if and only if for almost all u, L(X(A; X))(G(u) D ns(F)) = 0.
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Choose a nonincreasing sequence, {Gm}, and a nondecreasing sequence, {£„,}, of

sets in G X & such that Fm C G C G„, and limm„00 X^; A")(Gm - Fm) = 0. By the

above result, we have (note that Gm — Fm is nonincreasing mm)

lim   °X(yl; A-)((Gm(w)-Fm(w)) n[0, SJ) =0    a.s. for all n G N.
m-* oc

It follows that for a.a. « and all n G N,

L(A(^l;A'))(G(W)n[0,Sj)=  lim  °X(¿; A^Cjio) n[0, S„))
m-- oo

=  hm   °X(^;A-)(Fm(W)n[0,Sj).
m— oo

Therefore

L(,i(/1; *))((?) = 0« lim  >(¿;A~)(Gj =  lim  "ji^; X)(Fm) = 0
m —* oo m —* oo

« hm  °XU;*)(Gm(<o)n[0,Sj)
m-* oo

=  lim   °\(A; X)(F„(u) n[0, S„)) = 0   a.s.
m--oo

for all n G N (by the previous result and the monotonicity of {Fm} and {Gm})

«L(X(,4; A"))(G(«) D ns(F)) =0    a.s.

(by the above equality), and the claim is proved.

In particular if h is predictable (say), then (7.5) is equivalent to

(7.5)' °H(t,w) = h(°l,a)    L(X(A; A"))-a.s. on ns(F) for a.a. a.

Lemma 7.10. Let A and X be *Rd- and *Rk-valued internal processes, respectively,

such that \A \ +[X, X] is SD and a.s. S-continuous at zero. If {GS>¡ \ t G F} is an

internalJiltration and st(/, u) = (°t, w) for (t, w) G ns(F) X ß, then st~'(#) G

L{A¡x0(%.y)forallBE'<$.

Proof. If B =(/,, t2] X C for C G <$h, then by Theorems 3.2 and 4.7(b), there

exist /,~/, and D G %t such that F(CAF>) = 0 and ° \A |(/,) +°[X, A*],. =

st(\A\+[X, X))(ti) a.s. "'(/ = 1,2). Let F = ((tx, t2] D T) X D. We claim that

L(¡x(A; X))(st~\B)AF) = 0. Let {G„} be a decreasing sequence of sets in 6f such

that CAD C n„G„ and \im„^o0P(G„) = 0, and let 5,, « n_\ If H„= TX G„ and

ff» = ( U?= ,(£,,/, +ft,)) XO, then

sr'(fi)AFc( n//„)u( HK„).
n n

Clearly °X(A; X)(Hn(u>)) converges in probability to zero and the same is true of

°X(A;X)(Kn(o>))by the choice of/,. It follows that lim n^x0ii(A; X )(H„ U K„) = 0

(see the above remark) and the claim is proved. In particular we see that st~'(ß) G

L(#)becauseFG#.
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If B = {0} X C for CgSq, then an argument similar to the above shows that

st~'(£) is an L(n(A; A"))-null set because of the S-continuity of | A \ + [X, X] at

zero. Therefore st~\B) G L(9).

The lemma follows immediately since 9 is the a-field generated by

{{0} X C|CG^0} U {(/,,<2] X C|0<f, <i2,C£fJ

(see Dellacherie and Meyer [6, p. 200]).    D

Theorem 7.11. Suppose (a, x) G CY0¿ X £* and (A; X) is a ^¡semimartingale

lifting of (a; x)for some internal filtration {*$, | / G F}.

(a) // M is a separable metric space and h: [ 0, oo) X ß -» M is predictable, then h

has a weak (A; X)-lifting.

(b) If M is a separable normed linear space and h G LXoc(x, M) D Ls(a, M), then h

has an (A; X)-lifting, H, such that sup(/u)||//(/, w)|| G *R.

Proof, (a) If h: [0, oo) X ß-> M is predictable, by Lemma 7.10 h(°t,u>) is

L(iP)-measurable. (Note that [X, X] is S-continuous at zero by Lemma 6.5 with

V = 0.) By Anderson's lifting theorem (see Keisler [12, Proposition 1.16]) there is a

iP-measurable internal function H: T X ß -> *M such that

°H(t, w) = h{% a)    L(fx(A; X))-&.s.

Clearly H is the required weak (A; A")-lifting.

(b) If h is bounded and predictable, the existence of a bounded (A; A')-lifting of h

follows as in (a) (use the ""-stopping times {Wn} obtained in Theorem 6.4 to satisfy

(7.3) and (7.4)).

If h G LXoc(x, M) FI Ls(a, M), let hn = hl^íh¡í^n]. Then each hn has a bounded

(A; A")-lifting Hn by (a). Let {Rm} be a sequence of stopping times increasing to oo

such that Rm^m and E((f0R«\\h(s)\\2 d[x, x]s)l/2) < oo, and let {WJ be the

sequence of ""-stopping times obtained in Theorem 6.4. By Theorem 4.7(b) there is a

sequence of ""-stopping times {V'} such that °V'm = Rm a.s. and °X(V') = x(Rm)

a.s. By considering max{F,' | / *£ m} we may assume the {V') are nondecreasing. Let

Vm — Wm A V'. Clearly (7.3) holds. By taking a subsequence if necessary we may

assume that for m *£ n,

(7.6) £((/o°Kl/!n-/!m||2i/[x,x])1/2)<2-'"

and

(7-7) F(/m||/!„-/!j|i/|a|^2-'") <2-"<.
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Note that

°£ Uflíí<yn)\\Hn-HJ2d\<2\X)}     \

= E[\cjl{i<vJ\Hn-Hm\\2dX2\X)^

(since [A", X\v/2 is S-integrable)

= E^fl{s<vJ\hn(°s)'-hm(°s)\\2dL(X<2\X))\

(see the second remark following Definition 7.9)

^ E\[fJm\\hn(s) - hm(s)\\2 d[x, x])¡/2\    (Lemma2.7)

1/2

<2~m.

Therefore we have

(7.8) £j(//{i<Km}||//„-//„,||2i/X<2>(A-))'AJ<2-'",   forallm<«.

A similar argument shows that

(7.9) ptfl{s<m]\\H„-Hm\\dX])(A)>2-'")j <2~m,    forallm^«.

By saturation there is a "¡^-adapted process Hy (y G *N — N) such that

sup(i u)\\H (t, o>)\\ G *R and (7.8) and (7.9) hold with y in place of n. An easy

computation using (7.8) (with n — y) shows that Hy and {Vn} satisfy (7.4). Similarly

(7.9) shows that (7.2) holds. Therefore Hy G L(A; X, M, %.). Finally use both (7.8)

and (7.9) (with n = y) to see that for a.a. w and all m in N,

fl{s<VmAm]\\°Hy(s_) - h(°s_)\\ dL(X(A; X))

=s lim   (l{s<vm]\\°Hn(s_) - h(°s_)\\ dL(\V(X))
n — oo  J

+ Jl{s<m]\\°Hn(s_) - h(°s_)\\ dL{\«\A))

"'\\hn~ h\\d[x,x] + /   ||Afl-A||</|a|
0 •'0

(by Lemma 2.7 and the choice of Hn)

= 0    (by (7.6) and (7.7)).

Therefore Hy satisfies (7.5)' and hence is an internally bounded (A; A")-lifting of h.

D
Notation 7.12. Vectors in Rd are interpreted as column vectors for the purpose of

matrix multiplication. If H:  TX ß - *Rkxd and Z:   FX ß - ""R^ are internal
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processes, define H ■ Z: T Xß -» ""R* by

H-At) = 1H(s)AZ(s).    □
s<l

Having found appropriate liftings, Z and H, of z and h, we would like to define

the stochastic integral f¿ h(s) dz(s) as st(H ■ Z)(t). The following lemma establishes

several properties of H ■ Z including the fact that it is SDJ, so that the above

definition is possible.

Lemma 7.13. Let (A; X) be a ^¡semimartingale lifting of (a, x) G %d X £q

for some internal filtration {9>,\t_ G F} and suppose {H, H', Hn \ n G N} C

L(A; X,Rkxd, %.). LetZ = A + X.

(a) If \\H\\ is internally bounded, H ■ X(t) is an S-local martingale with respect to

(b) If L(ii(A; X))({°H(t, «) *= °H'(t, a)}) = 0, then °H ■ Z(t) = °H' ■ Z(t) for
all t in ns(F) a.s.

(c) If°Hn(s, to) converges in measure (with respect to L(¡x(A; X))) to °H(s, w) and

\\HJ < \\G\\ for some G G L(A; X,Rkxd,%.), then °sup,^m\\Hn ■ Z(t) - H ■ Z(t)\\

converges to zero in probability as n approaches oo for all m in N.

(d) For a.a. oo, if t G ns(F) and AZ(t) « 0 then A(H ■ Z)(t) » 0.

(e) If H is an (A; X)-lifting ofh, and h G LXoc(x, Rkxd) n Ls(a, Rkxd), then H ■ Z

is SDJ.

(f) In addition to the hypotheses of (e), assume that (A'; X') is a ^'¡semimartingale

lifting of(a;x) and H' is an (A'; X')-lifting ofh.IfZ' = A' + X', then st(H ■ Z) and

st(H' ■ Z') are indistinguishable.

Proof. Let {Vn} and {F„'} be the sequence of ""-stopping times that satisfy both

(7.3) and (7.4) for H and H', respectively.

(a) Since \\H\\ is internally bounded, Y(t) = H ■ X(t) is a ®,-martingale. Note

that (7.4) implies that [Y, Y]xv/2 is S-integrable. Therefore Lemma"6.3(b) implies that

Y*(Vn) is S-integrable. It follows from (7.4) that for a.a. w

(7.10) °//(j<í}||//(,)||2^X<2>(A-)=//{í<,)°||//(,)||2í/L(X<2»(A-))

for all t in ns(F). If ^ ==» m\ then

st([y,y])(°Fj-°[y,y]K„

=   lim   °[y, Y]Vn+K-°[Y,Y]v<i   a.s.
m —oo

< lim  °¡I(Vn<s_<Vn + 8_m)\\H(s)\\2dX2\X)
m->oo     J

=  lim  //(F„<í<Fn + Sm)°||//(í)||2í/L(X<2»(A'))    a.s.    (by (7.10))
m~* oo  J

= 0    a.s.,

since Lemma 6.5 and the fact that °X(Vn) = st( A")(0Fn) imply

°[X,X]K = st([X,X])(°V„)    a.s.
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The converse of Lemma 6.5 shows that °Y(Vn) = st(y)(°F„) (recall that Y is SD by

Theorem 5.2) and hence y is an S-local martingale.

(b) If U„ = V„ A V'n, then H ■ X(t A Un) and H' ■ X(t A U„) are «^-martingales

and therefore for some c G R,

°£(max||#. x(t) - H' ■ X(t)\\)
t*íU„

^c°EUfl{l<uJH(t)-H'(t)\\2dX^(X)\ (Theoreml.3)

= 0

by (7.4) and the fact that °H = °H' L(\i(A; X))-zs. (see also the second remark

following Definition 7.9). Moreover, if n «« n, n G T, then

°sup\\H'-A(t) - H ■ A(t)\\ *£ °(\\H' - H\\ ■ \A\)(n) = 0   a.s.

by (7.2). Letting n approach oo in the above inequalities, we obtain (b).

(c) Choose a real sequence {e„} decreasing to zero such that

(7.11) li(A;X)(\\Hn-H\\>e„)<en

for each «EN. Extend {//„} by saturation so that for all n in *N \\Hn\\ < ||G||,

(7.11) holds, and Hn is a *R*xd-valued, ̂ -adapted process. If y G *N - N, then by

(7.11), °Hy(l, co) = °H(t, co) L(n(A; A"))-a.s. and Hy G L(A; X, Rkxd, ®.) since

II Ay II < Il GII. By (b) we have °(Hy ■ Z(t)) = °(H ■ Z(t)) for all / in ns(F) a.s. It
follows easily that 0supi<Sm||//n • Z(t) — H ■ Z(f)\\ converges to zero in probability

as n approaches oo for each m in N.

(d) If ||i/11 is uniformly bounded, this is obvious. For the general case let

Hn = ///{ll//||s:„).Itfollowsfrom(c)thatfora.a.wif/ G ns(F) and °A(H ■ Z)(t) ^ 0

then °A(Hn ■ Z)(t) ^ 0 for some large value of n and hence °AZ(?) ¥= 0.

(e) Let

V = {h: [0, oo) X ß - Rkxd | h bounded, predictable and

H ■ Z is SDJ for each (A ; AT)-lifting H of h) .

If

h(t, oo) = h0(oo)I[0)(t) +  2 h,(oo)l(íii¡i+¡](t) G V'(Rkxd),
i=i

an easy application of Theorems 3.2 and 4.7(b) shows that h has a bounded

(A; A>lifting, H, of the form

«-i

H(t,U)= 2 ^(00)1,^(1),
i=i

where /,««/„ Ki<n. Clearly H • Z is SDJ and hence the same is true for every

(A; X) lifting of h (by (b)). Therefore F'(R*Xi/) C V. It follows easily from (c) that

V is closed under bounded pointwise convergence. Moreover, V is clearly a vector

space by (d). Therefore Lemma 7.3 implies the result if h is bounded. More

generally, if h G LXoc(x,Rkxd) n Ls(a,Rkxd) let H'n be a bounded (A; A>lifting of
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hlim<u) such that \\H'„\\ < \\HII. By (c), °sup,<m\\H'n ■ Z(t) - H ■ Z(t)\\ converges

to zero in probability as n approaches oo for each m in N. Since each H'n ■ Z is SDJ

by the above, we see that H ■ Z is SDJ.

(f) Let V = {A: [0, oo) X ß -» Rkxd\h bounded, predictable; if H and H' are (A;

X)- and (A'; X')-liftings of h, respectively, then st(H ■ Z) and st(H' ■ Z') are

indistinguishable}. If A G V'(Rkxd) and H and H' are the (^4; A")- and (A';

A")-liftings, respectively, of h obtained in the proof of (e), then clearly st(H • Z) —

st(H' ■ Z'). It follows from (b) that V'(Rkxd) C V. An application of (c) shows that

V is closed under bounded pointwise convergence and, since V is clearly a vector

space, Lemma 7.3 implies the result for bounded h. The usual truncation argument

now completes the proof.    D

Definition 7.14. Let z G S* and h <EL(z,Rkxd) (see Notation 7.2). If A G

LXoQ(x,Rkxd) n Ls(a,Rkxd) for some (a, x) G %d X £d such that z = a + x, first

choose an internal filtration {<$,} and a <$,-semimartingale lifting, (A; X), of (a; x)

(by Theorem 7.6) and then choose an (Ä; A')-lifting, H, of A (by Theorem 7.11).

Define an ^-adapted process, A • z, with sample paths in D(Rk) by

h- z(t) = st(H ■ Z)(t).    D

The above definition is possible by Lemma 7.13(e) and is independent of the

choice of H, (A; X) and {%,} (up to indistinguishability) by Lemma 7.13(f). It

remains to show that A • z is independent of the choice of a and x, and coincides

with the classical stochastic integral, which we denote by f¿ h(s)dz(s).

In what follows we fix z, a, x, {'S,}, A and X as in the above definition.

Theorem 7.15. (a) If A„, A, g <= LXoc(x,Rkxd) n Ls(a,Rkxd) and satisfy

\imn^xhn(t,oo) - h(t,oo) and \\hn(t, oo)\\ «C \\g(t,oo)\\ for all (t, oo), then for each m

in N, sup(aim||A„ • z(t) — A • z(/)|| converges to zero in probability as n approaches oo.

(b) // A G LXoc(x,Rkxd) n Ls(a,Rkxd), then A • z(t) and j¿h(s)dz(s) are indis-

tinguishable.

Proof, (a) is immediate from Lemma 7.13(c).

(b) Let

F=|A:[0,oo)Xß-*R'cXd|A bounded and predictable,

and A • z(t) is indistinguishable from / h(s)dz(s)\.

It is easy to check that V'(Rkxd) C F (see the proof of Lemma 7.13(e)) and that V

is a vector space. By (a) and the corresponding result for f¿ h(s)dz(s), we see that V

is closed under bounded pointwise convergence. Lemma 7.3 now implies the result if

A is bounded. The proof is completed by the usual truncation argument (which

involves a further application of (a) and the corresponding result for the classical

definition of the stochastic integral).    D

We will now show that the stochastic integral A • z is well defined for A G

£(z, Rkxd), i.e., that A ■ z is independent of the choice of the decomposition

z = a + x for which A G tX(X(x,Rkxd) n £,s(a,Rkxd).
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Theorem 7.16. Suppose z = a' + *', where (a', x') G %d X td, and (A ■ z)'(t) is

defined as before, only with (a', x') in place of (a, x). Then (h ■ z) and (h ■ z)' are

indistinguishable whenever they both are defined.

Proof. Let {%',} be an internal filtration and let (Ax; Xx, X'x) be a ^'-semi-

martingale lifting of (a; x, x'). Then A\ = A", — X[ + Ax is a "^'-adapted SDJ"lifting

of a'. Lemma 7.5 implies that for some positive infinitesimal A7 in T, if 7" = {kA't |

k G *N0} then A'(t_) = A\([t]r) is a %f-BV lifting of a. Let % = %xr. By

Lemma 5.5 there is a ®,'-stopping time IF such that °W — oo a.s. and

(At/), X'(t)) = (Xx{[t]r A W), X[{[t]r A W))

is a ^-local martingale lifting of (x, x'). Clearly A(t) = Ax([t]r) is a '^¡-BV lifting

of a and (A, A', X, A") is SDJ. Therefore (A, A'; X, A") is a ^-semimartingale

lifting of (a, a'; x, x') and A' + X' = A + X on ns(F) a.s. Let

A G LxJx,Rkxd) n Lloc(x',Rkxd) n Ls(a,Rkxd) n L^a',!*^).

Then A G Lloc((x, x'), R*xd) n Ls((a, a'), Rkxd) and therefore A has an (/I, A';

X, A"')-lifting H, which is clearly both an (A; X)- and (A'; A")-lifting of A. It follows

that for a.a. w

(A • z) = st(H ■ (A + X)) = st{H ■ (A' + A"')) = (A • z)'.    D

Hence A • z is consistently defined for A G £(z, Rkxd). We note that it is not true

in general that if A G ts(a) Fl £loc(x) for some decomposition z = a + x then

A G E^a') Fl £loc(x') for all decompositions z = a' + x'. A simple counterexample

may be constructed by considering the decomposition z = 0 = y — y where y is both

a local martingale and a process of bounded variation (for example let

P(Ay(\-n->)=±n-2) = l

where the jumps are independent).

One advantage of representing the stochastic integral as an internal Riemann-

Stieltjes sum is that several properties of h ■ z become obvious when viewed

internally. For example, consider the proof of the following well-known result.

Theorem 7.17. // x, y G £¿ and h G £loc(x, R), then h ■ x G £¿ and [A • x, y], =

h ■ [x, y](t)for ail t > 0 a.s.

Proof. Choose an internal filtration {<$,} and a {®(}-local martingale lifting,

(A', Y), of (x, y). Let H be an internally bounded (0; ^-lifting of A. Note that if

A G a(G) and A C [0, /), then

(7.12) L(X<»([A\ Y]))(A) < (L(X<')([AT, X]))(Ar[Y, Y]L)V2

since this is obvious for sets in G. It follows from (7.12) that L(ju([A", Y]; 0)) is

absolutely continuous with respect to L(ft(0; A')), and H is also an ([X, Y]; 0)-lifting

of A (to verify (7.2), use (7.12) to check that for a.a. oo and all t in ns(F) if

yG*N-N, then ofI{s<Lms)[>y]\H(s)\dXw([X,Y]) = 0). Lemma 7.13(a) and

Theorem 5.2 imply that A ■ x is a local martingale and hence A • x G £j,. By Lemma

7.13(d), (H ■ X, Y) is SDJ because (X, Y) and H ■ X are SDJ by Lemma 7.13(e).
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Therefore (H ■ X, Y) is a local martingale lifting of (A ■ x, y) (see Lemma 7.13(a)).

Therefore, for a.a. co and all / > 0,

[A • *, y], = st([n ■ X, Y])(t)    (Definition 6.9)

= st(H-[X,Y])(t)

= hm (l{s<t)h(°sJdL(X»([X,Y]))

(His an ([X, Y]; 0)-lifting of A)

I =(h.[x,y])(t), I
where in the last line we have used Lemma 2.7 (note that [X, Y] is S-continuous at

zero because [ X, X] is, and

°\[X,Y]\(t)< °([X, X],[Y, Y],)]/2< oo for all/in ns( F ) a.s.).    D

Note that this gives another proof that our definition of A • x coincides with the

classical one because according to the standard definition, A • x is the unique

element of £¿ such that [A • x, y] = A • [x, y] a.s. for all bounded martingalesy.

We close this section with the proof of the following result that was promised

earlier.

Theorem 7.18. If Y = (YX,Y2) is an SDJ S-local martingale with respect to an

internal filtration {<$,} (each Y¡ is d-dimensional), then [Yx, Y2] is SDJ.

Proof. Lety¡ = st(Y¡). We claim that Yx is a (0; y2)-lifting of yx(s~ ). Let {Wn} be

the sequence of ""-stopping times obtained for Y in Theorem 6.4. Since Yx*(Wn — At)

< n on {Wn > 0} and [Y2, Y2]^2 is S-integrable, clearly

I °£((/v^iiy1n2(,)i/x<2)(y2)),/2) I

] =£((//(f<^}°l Yx\\2(s)dL(X^(Y2))Yy 1

Let {T¡ | / G N} be a sequence of ""-stopping times such that

{_/Gns(F)|°||AF(_/-A/)|| >0} C {F,}    a.s.

To prove the claim it remains to show that ^(i) = yx(°s~ ) £(ju(0; y2))-a.s. To this

end note that

L(M(0; Y2))(°Yx(sJ ^(V))

<L(/x(0; y2))({(í,w)|í« Ti(oo)<mds> F,(co) for some/}).

Since °Y2(Ti) = y2(°T¡) a.s. on {°F,<oo}, Lemma 6.5 implies that °[Y2,Y2]T =

st([y2, F2])(°F,) a.s. on {°T¡ < oo} and hence, the above expression equals zero and

the claim is proved.

An elementary induction argument shows that

(7.13) y,(i)y2(_0 = Y{ ■ Y2(t_) + Y{ ■ y,(/) + [y„ Y2],,
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where the product on the left is the scalar product and Y' is the transpose of Y¡.

Since Y¡ is a (0; y2)-lifting of yx(s~)', Y{ ■ Y2 is SDJ by Lemma 7.13(e). By

symmetry Y{ ■ Yx is also SDJ. Now use the fact that Y is SDJ together with Lemma

7.13(d) to see that [YX,Y2]= YXY2 - Y{ ■ Y2 - Y{ ■ Yx is SDJ.    D

Note that by taking standard parts on both sides of (7.13) we obtain the

well-known integration by parts formula

FiF2(0 =y\ -f2(0 +yï -Fi(0 + [y\,y2]n

where y¡~ (s) — y¡(s~ )'.
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